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Complete Address Management Solution 

LocatorHub

Solving the address data dilemma

The biggest challenge when working with address data is how to achieve accuracy in the most efficient manner. Without a true picture 
of ‘where’, services and applications that rely on accurate records risk failure.

Incomplete and inaccurate addresses or unconnected databases make it difficult to analyse location data and turn it into valuable 
information. Manual and laborious processes are often used to try and create useful address data but inefficiencies such as these 
hinder progress.

LocatorHub brings order to any type of address data quickly and easily, by allowing users to:

Making sense of address data 

Using address information within a business or public service demands accurate location data. From customers, assets or non-addressable 
locations, being able to pinpoint somewhere on a map is critical to success.

Esri LocatorHub makes sense of address data so organisations in, Insurance, Public Safety, Government, Utilities and Defence can use 
it to underpin their operations with confidence.

A complete address management system, LocatorHub provides robust, validated and consistent address data, for major enterprise 
GIS implementations to standalone web services. 

 � Search for a location using only a partial address
 � Assign an address, object or event to a location, so it  

 can be found on a map
 � Match and validate addresses against recognised   

 sources
 � Transform incomplete addresses into meaningful   

 informatiom
 � Link all address data, irrespective of format, across   

 departments to avoid inconsistencies
 � Maintain the quality of address information ensuring it is  

 up-to-date

The outcome is address data that can be applied in a 
meaningful way.
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Industry applications 
LocatorHub is used by major public and private sector 
organisations across the UK in a range of markets:

Insurance
Helps identify the correct risk exposure for a location
Public Safety 
Ensures rapid and accurate emergency response
Utilities
Reveals unbilled revenue and improves maintenance efficiency
Local Government 
Enables local address search within online services
Defence
Pinpoints non-addressable locations to help maintain assets

LocatorHub Capabilities
Esri LocatorHub is the only address management solution that 
offers all areas of address management in one convenient, 
integrated package: address search, address cleansing and 
address maintenance.

Part of the Esri UK GIS ecosystem, LocatorHub integrates easily 
with the ArcGIS platform, can be used in standalone applications 
or embedded in enterprise systems and web applications.

LocatorHub covers every address management need:

Address search
 � Searching for and locating addresses on a map
 � Handles different ways of describing a location such as  

 historic or ‘vanity’ addresses
 � Provides an address for any given location (geo-coding)  

 including batch processing for large data volumes

Address cleansing
 � Validates addresses by qualifying them against a recognised  

 source such as Ordnance Survey data
 � Matches an incomplete address against a recognised  

 address
 � Links all similar addresses across disparate systems,  

 removes duplicates

Address maintenance 
 � Loads addresses into a database
 � Manages the ongoing lifecycle of an address from plot to  

 postcode and beyond 
 � Modifies addresses so they are usable
 � Creates new searchable addresses for non-addressable  

 locations
 � Configures the ways in which addresses will be used
 � Maintains gazetteers

About Esri UK
As the leading provider of GIS technology, Esri UK helps 
organisations to think and plan geographically in order to make 
better decisions, keep communities safe and create a more 
sustainable world.

Esri UK helps public service become more efficient through a 
better understanding and analysis of location-based information. 
We employ over 300 people across six offices and offer GIS 
technology and an extensive range of consultancy and training 
services. We are the only company in the UK able to provide a 
complete and entirely integrated GIS solution.

Esri UK has been providing GIS solutions for over 20 years. 
Customers include Birmingham City Council, DEFRA, the
Environment Agency, Manchester Airport, Metropolitan Police 
Service, Ministry of Defence, Ordnance Survey, RSA Group,
Scottish Power and WSP Group.

Esri UK is part of the ESRI global business network with more 
than 300,000 customers in 150 countries worldwide. Esri 
technology runs on more than one million desktops and
thousands of web and enterprise servers, providing the backbone 
for the world’s mapping and spatial analysis.

Find out more
To discover how your organisation could benefit from having a 
complete address management system, call 01296 745500 or 
visit www.esriuk.com/locatorhub

“When we first implemented LocatorHub, we didn’t know 
how powerful it was and how much we would use it. But 
it’s become absolutely central to everything we do. Every 
department consults the same, accurate set of data to make 
decisions daily, which helps us to stay efficient.”
Pete Crosier, GIS Data Integrity Assistant for NGN

The benefit: address data you can trust 

LocatorHub is an essential tool for any organisation that relies on 
addresses to operate effectively.

Creating a solid foundation on which to build new GIS services, 
or other address-dependent applications and processes, 
LocatorHub provides accurate address data users can trust.

LocatorHub offers multiple benefits: 

 � Quick, accurate address searching
 � Creates address data of the highest quality available
 � Delivers a single, accurate source of all address data across  

 an organisation
 � Introduces best practice address management to all users
 � Saves time and effort: eliminates manual checking and  

 cleansing of addresses
 � Provides all essential address management tools in one  

 convenient package
 � Increases the efficiency and reliability of GIS applications and  

 services


